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ABSTRACT This paper proposes a Sine Cosine hybrid optimization algorithm with Modified Whale
Optimization Algorithm (SCMWOA). The goal is to leverage the strengths of WOA and SCA to solve
problems with continuous and binary decision variables. The SCMWOA algorithm is first tested on nineteen
datasets from the UCI Machine Learning Repository with different numbers of attributes, instances, and
classes for feature selection. It is then employed to solve several benchmark functions and classical
engineering case studies. The SCMWOAalgorithm is applied for solving constrained optimization problems.
The two tested examples are the welded beam design and the tension/compression spring design. The
results emphasize that the SCMWOA algorithm outperforms several comparative optimization algorithms
and provides better accuracy compared to other algorithms. The statistical analysis tests, including one-way
analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Wilcoxon’s rank-sum, confirm that the SCMWOA algorithm performs
better.

INDEX TERMS Artificial intelligence, machine learning, optimization, sine cosine algorithm, modified
whale optimization algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION
Stochastic algorithms are traditionally characterized as a
heuristic, although current research often labels them meta-
heuristics. According to Glover’s example, all-natural algo-
rithms are termed metaheuristic [1]. Generally speaking,
heuristic refers to the process of finding or detecting through
trial and error. Meta- shows a level achieved above and
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beyond the fundamental heuristic as they are not problem-
specific. In his foundational work [1], Fred Glover coined
the word ‘‘metaheuristics’’ as ‘‘a master technique that
drives other heuristics towards the local optimism to gen-
erate answers that have to be produced differently’’ [2].
So, metaheuristics can be considered as randomized local
searches. While quality solutions may be found to optimize
problems within an acceptable amount of time, there is no
guarantee that the optimal solution might be achieved. It is
most probable that these techniques will succeed. Yet, this is
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impossible. For high probability global optimization, almost
any metaheuristic technique may be used [3].

Meta-heuristics have two characteristics in terms of search
behavior: intensification and diversification [4]. Diversifying
entails developing various solutions that look at the search
field across the globe and intensifying implies restricting
the search field to a limited area with superior information.
A proper balance between intensity and diversity should be
maintained throughout the solution selection process to speed
algorithm concordance. The solution is selected for optimum
convergence while randomization enhances the search for the
location of Optima. A balance between these two components
often offers worldwide optimism [5], [6].

Optimization is the process of discovering a solution to
a given optimization problem that provides the greatest or
least objective function value. It is the subject of a wide
variety of machine techniques that are based on artificial
neural networks [7], [8]. Several famous optimization algo-
rithms have become accessible for different applications, and
many technologies are ready and available in major scien-
tific code libraries. Given an optimization problem, selecting
what algorithms can thus be challenging for solving such
a problem. Optimization is how a predefined function can
have a lowest or highest output for the input parameters
of a given problem to be optimized. In machine learning,
where the functions’ input parameters are numerical, such
as the floating-point values, continuous functions optimiza-
tion arises. The function usually returns parameter evalu-
ation of the real world. Continuous function optimization
can be helpful to distinguish between such problems with
discrete variables, which is known as combined optimization
problems [9].

Various techniques may be determined, organized, and
called to optimize the problems involving continuous func-
tions [10], [11]. The needed information about the objective
function to be applied throughout the optimization process
depends on the technique of optimization classification. The
more information about the target function is available and
understood, the more accessible it is to be optimized since the
needed knowledge can be employed in an effective way. The
significant difference between different optimization algo-
rithms is how to identify the destination function in one
location. The feature first derivative may be employed to get
a possible solution (gradient or route). It can distinguish itself
from the other not-calculated gradient data [12].

Metaheuristic optimization means the optimization pro-
cess that applies metaheuristic techniques. Nearly every
area of life can be involved, from holiday prepara-
tion to internet travel, engineering to business and other
applications [13]–[15]. Using such available resources is
maximized because of the continuous scarcity of time,
resources, and money. The majority of problems to be opti-
mized are restrictive, multimodal, and non-linear real-world
problems. In case of a goal is set, sometimes, the optimal
solutions to be obtained are not always available. Usually,
a failed or faultless response is not simple to be found.

A range of popular metaheuristic algorithms is covered in this
article [16], [17].

This paper introduces a hybrid Sine Cosine (SC) Modified
Whale Optimization Algorithm (WOA) called SCMWOA.
Although the WOA algorithm shows superiority in various
single-objective optimization problems, it suffers from local
optima stagnation and a low convergence rate. The WOA is
considered simple, capable, flexible, and easy to be utilized,
and the distinctive advantages of WOA cannot be achieved
using traditional optimizers. By increasing the number of
random agents in the modified WOA (MWOA), the global
search can be more effective and be achieved to avoid local
optima. The SCMWOA algorithm is proposed by balancing
the updating process of the agents’ positions in the search
space between the sine cosine and the modified WOA algo-
rithms during iterations to avoid a low convergence rate.

The SCMWOA algorithm evaluation in the experiments is
divided into three scenarios. The first scenario is designed to
test the ability of the SCMWOAalgorithm in feature selection
problems based on nineteen different tested datasets from the
UCI public machine learning repository. The SCMWOA is
compared to original Grey Wolf Optimizer (bGWO) [18],
bPSO [19], Stochastic Fractal Search (bSFS) [20], Whale
Optimization Algorithm (bWOA) [21], Multiverse Optimiza-
tion (bMVO) [22], Satin Bowerbird Optimizer (bSBO) [23],
FireflyAlgorithm (bFA) [24], bGA [25] algorithms,Modified
GWO (bMGWO) [26], hybrid of Particle Swarm Optimiza-
tion (PSO) and GWO (bGWO-PSO) [27], hybrid of Genetic
Algorithm (GA) and GWO (bGWO-GA) [26], and hybrid of
SCA and PSO (bSCA-PSO) [28] in which b at the front of a
name denotes the binary variant of the algorithm.

The next scenario examines the SCMWOA algorithm’s
ability to solve benchmark functions divided into uni-
modal and multimodal functions. Twenty-three functions are
employed in this scenario. The SCMWOA in the second
scenario is compared to original GWO [18], PSO [19],
WOA [21], Feedforward Error Propagation (FEP) algo-
rithm [29], Gravitational Search Algorithm (GSA) [30],
GA [25] algorithms, Enhanced Grey Wolf Optimizer
(EGWO) [31], hybrid of Crow Search Algorithm (CSA)
and GWO (GWO-CSA) [31], and hybrid of SCA and PSO
(bSCA-PSO) [28]. The third and last scenario is designed
in this work for testing the ability of the algorithm for
solving classical constrained optimization problems of ten-
sion/compression spring design (TCSD) [32] and welded
beam design [33]. In addition, the SCMWOA algorithm
results are compared in the third scenario with the original
GWO [18], PSO [19], WOA [21], and GSA [34] algorithms’
results to get the minimum cost.

The main contribution of this work can be summarized as
follows.
• A Sine Cosine Modified Whale Optimization Algo-
rithm (SCMWOA) is presented.

• A binary SCMWOA is presented.
• Ability of the binary SCMWOA algorithm in feature
selection problems is tested.
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• Ability of the SCMWOA algorithm to solve twenty-
three benchmark functions is tested.

• Ability of the SCMWOA algorithm for solving two con-
strained optimization problems of Tension/Compression
Spring and Welded Beam designs is confirmed.

The following sections are organized as follows. The mate-
rials and methods of the WOA, modified WOA, and SCA
algorithms are discussed in Section II. Section III and IV
present the proposed SCMWOA algorithm in continuous and
discrete forms. Section V shows the results and discussion
of the designed scenarios of feature selection, benchmark
functions, and solving constrained optimization problems.
Conclusion and future work are introduced in Section VI.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this section, theWOA,modifiedWOA, and SCA optimiza-
tion algorithms are presented.

A. WHALE OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM
This algorithm was first proposed in 2016 [21]. It mimics
the bubble-net foraging strategy of humpack whales. In this
algorithm, a number of n whales in the WOA algorithm
can ‘‘swim’’ in an n-dimensional search space. To get the
food (global solution), the position of each whale should
be updated in the space search during iterations. To achieve
this, the following equation was implemented in the WOA
algorithm.

X (t + 1) = X∗(t)− A.|C .X∗(t)− X (t)| (1)

where the vector X (t) represents the t th iteration’s solution.
The vector X∗(t) indicates the prey’s possible position. The
‘‘.’’ symbol between vectors represents the pairwise multipli-
cation. The A and C vectors are updated during iterations as
A = 2a.r1−a,C = 2.r2. a is decreasing linearly from 2 to 0.
r1 and r2 are selected randomly between [0, 1].

The exploitation phase of theWOA algorithm is based on a
shrinking encircling mechanism that decreases with the value
of a, and a spiral updating and is calculated as the distance
between whale’s location and location of the prey. The pro-
cess of spiral is expressed as in the following equation.

X (t + 1) = |X∗(t)− X (t)|.ebl .cos(2π l)+ X∗(t) (2)

where l is selected randomly between [−1, 1]. The spiral’s
shape is represented by the constant b. To simulate the process
of prey’s encircling and spiral movement, this equation is
applied.

X (t + 1) =

{
X∗(t)− A.D if r3 < 0.5
D′.ebl .cos(2π l)+ X∗(t) otherwise

(3)

where r3 is selected randomly in [0, 1] to control switching
between a spiral or circular movement.

On the other side, the exploration Phase (searching for a
prey) is done based on the vector A. By this process, the agent
goes away from the leader. Thus, the agent position will be
updated according to a random whale Xr . This allows the

Algorithm 1 : The WOA Algorithm [21]
1: Initialize WOA population Xi(i = 1, 2, . . . , n), size n,

maximum iterationsMaxiter , and objective function Fn.
2: InitializeWOA parameters a, A, C , l, r1, r2, r3
3: Calculate objective function Fn for each Xi
4: Find best solution X∗

5: while t ≤ Maxiter do
6: for (i = 1 : i < n+ 1) do
7: if (r3 < 0.5) then
8: if (|A| < 1) then
9: Update current agents’ positions by Eq. 1

10: else
11: Select a random agent Xr
12: Update current agents’ positions by Eq. 4
13: end if
14: else
15: Update current agents’ positions by Eq. 2
16: end if
17: end for
18: Update a, A, C , l, r3
19: Calculate objective function Fn for each Xi
20: Find best solution X∗

21: end while
22: Return X∗

optimizer a more global search. This can be achieved by the
following equation.

X (t + 1) = Xr − A.|C .Xr − X | (4)

The A vector is used to control switching between explo-
ration and exploitation. The termination criterion of the
WOA algorithm will be due to the number of iterations.
The pseudo-code of the original WOA algorithm is shown
in Algorithm 1.

B. MODIFIED WHALE OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM
As presented in the original WOA algorithm in the previous
section, the position of search agent is changed/updated based
on only one randomwhale, namedXr , that is determined from
the population randomly to give the optimizer a more global
search capability (exploration ability). By increasing the
number of random agents in the modified WOA (MWOA),
the global search can be more effective and be achieved.
The following equation is applied to replace equation 4 of
the original WOA algorithm for increasing the number of
random agents up to three agents and give the algorithmmore
exploration ability.

X (t + 1) = w1 ∗ Xα
+ζ ∗ w2 ∗ (Xβ − Xγ )

+(1− ζ ) ∗ w3 ∗ (X (t)− Xα) (5)

where the three random agents are indicated as Xα , Xβ , and
Xγ which are employed in the MWOA algorithm instead of
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Algorithm 2 : The SCMWOA Meta-Heuristic Algorithm
1: Initialize SCMWOA algorithm population Xi(i = 1, 2, . . . , n), size n, maximum iterationsMaxiter , objective function Fn.
2: Initialize SCMWOA algorithm parameters a, A, C , l, r1, r2, r3, r4, r5, r6, r7, w1, w2, w3, t = 1
3: Calculate Objective function values Fn for each agent Xi
4: Find best solution X∗ based on Fn
5: while t ≤ Maxiter do
6: for (i = 1 : i < n+ 1) do
7: if (t%2 == 0) then
8: if (r3 < 0.5) then
9: if (|A| < 1) then

10: Update current agents’ positions based on the following equation
X (t + 1) = X∗(t)− A.|C .X∗(t)− X (t)|

11: else
12: Select three different random agents Xα , Xβ , and Xγ from the population
13: Update ζ by the following equation.

ζ = 1−
(

t
Maxiter

)2
14: Update current agents’ positions based on the following equation using random agents

X (t + 1) = w1 ∗ Xα + ζ ∗ w2 ∗ (Xβ − Xγ )+ (1− ζ ) ∗ w3 ∗ (X (t)− Xα)
15: end if
16: else
17: Update current agents’ positions based on the following equation

X (t + 1) = |X∗(t)− X (t)|.ebl .cos(2π l)+ X∗(t)
18: end if
19: else
20: if (r7 < 0.5) then
21: Update current agents’ positions based on the following equation

X (t)+ r4 × sin(r5)× |r6X∗(t)− X (t)|
22: else
23: Update current agents’ positions based on the following equation

X (t)+ r4 × cos(r5)× |r6X∗(t)− X (t)|
24: end if
25: end if
26: end for
27: Update parameters a, A, C , l, r3, r7
28: Calculate objective function Fn for each agent Xi and update old values
29: Find best solution X∗ based on Fn and update old value
30: Set t = t + 1
31: end while
32: Return best solution X∗

one random agent. The parameter of ζ is computed as follows.

ζ = 1−
(

t
Maxiter

)2

(6)

where Maxiter as maximum number of iterations during
the execution process. The w1, w2, and w3 parameters are
selected randomly in [0, 1].

C. SINE COSINE ALGORITHM
The SCA algorithm was presented in [35] by switching
between the sine and cosine based functions. To know the
direction of the movement and how far the movement will
be, SCA is based on a set of random variables. The following
equation was used to update positions in this optimizer.

X (t + 1) =


X (t)+ r4 × sin(r5)
×|r6X∗(t)− X (t)| r7 < 0.5
X (t)+ r4 × cos(r5)
×|r6X∗(t)− X (t)| r7 ≥ 0.5

(7)

where the position of current solution id represented as X (t),
while the best solution is indicated as X∗(t). The r5, r6, and
r7 parameters are selected randomly in [0, 1] during itera-
tions. To make a balance between the process of exploration
and the process of exploitation, r4 is changed during iterations
as follows.

r4 = a−
a× t
Maxiter

(8)
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Algorithm 3 :Binary SCMWOA Meta-Heuristic Algorithm
1: Initialize the SCMWOA algorithm configuration, including population and parameters
2: Change to binary solution (0 or 1) the current solutions
3: Evaluate the objective function
4: Determine the best solution based on the objective function
5: Train the model of k-NN and calculate error
6: while t ≤ itersmax do
7: Apply the SCMWOA algorithm
8: Update the solutions to binary solutions by the following equation

X (t+1)
d =

{
1 if Sigmoid(X∗) ≥ 0.5
0 otherwise

,

Sigmoid(X∗) =
1

1+ e−10(X∗−0.5)
9: Evaluate objective function for each agent

10: Update parameters
11: Update the best solution based on the objective function
12: end while
13: Return the optimal solution

TABLE 1. Datasets from UCI repository.

TABLE 2. Binary SCMWOA algorithm configuration.

where t as current iteration, a as constant, andMaxiter repre-
sents the maximum number of iterations.

III. PROPOSED SCMWOA META-HEURISTIC ALGORITHM
The presented Sine Cosine Modified Whale Optimiza-
tion (SCMWOA) algorithm is explained in this section. The
SCMWOA algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2. The presented

TABLE 3. Configuration of compared algorithms with 100 iterations and
10 agents for each one.

algorithm is proposed by balancing the updating process of
the agents’ positions between the sine cosine and the modi-
fied WOA algorithms during iterations.

The SCMWOA algorithm starts by initializing the popu-
lation and algorithm parameters, then calculates all agents’
objective functions to get the initial best solution in steps
from 1 to 4. For iterations t%2 = 0 of current iteration t , the
modified WOA algorithm is applied in steps from 8 to 18.
As presented in the modified WOA algorithm, the position
of the search agent is changed and updated based on three
different random whales, named Xα , Xβ , and Xγ , that can be
determined from the population to give the algorithm more
global search capability. While for the rest of the iterations,
the cosine algorithm is applied in steps from 20 to 25. Steps
from 28 to 30 are applied to update the parameters and find
the current best solution X∗.
The SCMWOA algorithm’ computational complexity

according to Algorithm (2) will be discussed. Let n as number
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FIGURE 1. Feature selection average results acquired over all the datasets.

TABLE 4. Presented bSCMWOA and compared algorithms’ average error.

of population;Mt as total number of iterations. For each part
of the algorithm, the time complexity can be defined as:

• Population initialization: O (1).
• Parameters initialization:a, A, C , l, r1, r2, r3, r4, r5, r6,
r7, w1, w2, w3, t = 1: O (1).

• Calculating objective function values Fn for each agent
Xi: O (n).

• Finding the best solution X∗ based on Fn: O (n).
• Position updating: O (Mt × n).
• Diffusion process calculation: O (Mt × n).
• Updating −→a by the exponential form: O (Mt ).
• Updating parameters a, A, C , l, r3, r7: O (Mt ).
• Objective function evaluation: O (Mt × n).

• Best individual update: O (Mt × n).
• Iteration counter increment: O (Mt ).

The overall complexity of the proposed SCMWOA algorithm
is O (Mt × n). Considering the number of variables as m,
the final computational complexity of the algorithm will be
O (Mt × n× m).

IV. BINARY SCMWOA ALGORITHM
The SCMWOA algorithm has a binary version based on
MWOA and SCA. To get a probability value of two dis-
crete classes, an activation function, named Sigmoid, can be
employed for binary classification [36]. The classification
using this function gives output values between zero or one.
The optimizer’s outputs are changed to binary values from the
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TABLE 5. Average select size of the presented bSCMWOA and compared algorithms.

TABLE 6. Average fitness of the presented bSCMWOA and compared algorithms.

TABLE 7. Presented bSCMWOA and compared algorithms’ best fitness.

continuous ones by the following equation.

X (t+1)
d =

{
1 if Sigmoid(X∗) ≥ 0.5
0 otherwise

, (9)

where the best position is represented by X∗, The func-
tion Sigmoid is mainly scales the continuous values to 0 or

1 values and is calculated as follows.

Sigmoid(X∗) =
1

1+ e−10(X∗−0.5)
(10)

The proposed binary SCMWOA algorithm is discussed
step by step in Algorithm 3. The binary SCMWOA algorithm
starts by initializing the population and algorithm parameters
in step 1. All the solutions are changed to binary ones in
step 2. The algorithm calculates the agents’ objective function
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TABLE 8. Presented bSCMWOA and compared algorithms’ worst fitness.

TABLE 9. Standard deviation fitness of the presented bSCMWOA and compared algorithms.

TABLE 10. The p-values of the presented bSCMWOA against compared algorithms for the nineteen datasets.

values to get the initial best solution in steps 3 and 4. The
k-NN model training and the error are calculated to adjust
the performance at step 5. The SCMWOA algorithm is then
applied in step 7, and the output solutions are updated to
binary ones in step 8. Steps from 9 to 11 evaluate the objec-
tive function redetermining the best solution and update the
algorithm parameters for the next iteration.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The experimental results section is divided into three sce-
narios. The first scenario is designed to test the ability
of the SCMWOA algorithm in feature selection problems
based on nineteen different tested datasets from the UCI
public machine learning repository. The next scenario exam-
ines the presented algorithm’s ability to solve twenty-three
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TABLE 11. Mean and standard deviation (StDev) of the suggested and compared algorithms over the benchmark functions (f1 to f23).

benchmark functions divided into unimodal and multimodal
functions. The third and last scenario is designed in this
work for testing the ability of the algorithm for solving two
constrained optimization problems of Tension/Compression
Spring and Welded Beam designs.

A. FEATURE SELECTION SCENARIO
Nineteen UCI repository datasets are tested in this work to
analyze the ability of the proposed algorithm for feature
selection problems. The nineteen datasets, shown in Table 1,
are determined with various number of features/attributes,
instances, and classed that the algorithms may be evalu-
ated on working with various concerns. In this scenario, the
presented algorithm of binary SCMWOA (bSCMWOA) is
compared to the original bGWO [18], bPSO [19], bSFS [20],
bWOA [21], bMVO [22], bSBO [23], bFA [24], bGA [25]
algorithms, Modified GWO (bMGWO) [26], hybrid of PSO

and GWO (bGWO-PSO) [27], hybrid of GA and GWO
(bGWO-GA) [26], and hybrid of SCA and PSO (bSCA-
PSO) [28] in which b denotes the binary variant of the
algorithm. Configuration of the presented SCMWOA and
compared algorithms during the experiments are discussed
in Tables 2 and 3 with 100 iterations and 10 agents initiated
at the start of each algorithm.

For evaluating the feature selection ability of the proposed
algorithm, the following metrics are employed in experi-
ments. For M as the number repetitions, g∗ represents the
optimal solution, and N be the total number of points. The
following equation can compute the Average Error for L as a
class for point,C as classifier output for that point, andMatch
to represent the matching between the two inputs.

AvgError = 1−
1
M

M∑
j=1

1
N

N∑
i=1

Match(Ci,Li) (11)
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FIGURE 2. Box plot of the suggested and compared algorithms for benchmark function (f1 to f7).

The Average Fitness can be computed, for size(g∗j ) as the
vector g∗j size andD represents the size of dataset, as follows.

AvgSelectSize =
1
M

M∑
j=1

size(g∗j )

D
(12)

The Best Fitness and the Worst Fitness are computed as in
the following equations.

BestFn = MinMj=1g
∗
j (13)

WorstFn = MaxMj=1g
∗
j (14)

TheMean and the Standard Deviation (SD) are represented
as in the following equations.

SD =

√
1

M − 1

∑
(g∗j −Mean)

2 (15)

Mean =
1
M

M∑
j=1

g∗j (16)

The results of the presented and compared algorithms
based on average error for the nineteen datasets are shown

in Table 4. Average selected size-based results are presented
in Table 5. The average fitness, best fitness, and worst
fitness-based evaluation results are introduced in Tables 6, 7,
and 8, respectively. The standard deviation fitness results
of the tested algorithms are shown in Table 9. Tables 10
presented the p-values of the proposed and other tested algo-
rithms for the nineteen datasets, which reflects the perfor-
mance of the suggested algorithm with a p-value less than
0.005 for all datasets. Figure 1 shows the feature selec-
tion average results acquired over all the datasets, summary
results, to measure the performance of the bSCMWOA algo-
rithm. The results shown in tables from Table 4 to Table 10
and Figure 1 confirm the performance of the binary SCM-
WOA algorithm for feature selection problem.

B. BENCHMARK FUNCTIONS SCENARIO
This scenario tests the ability of the presented algorithm to get
the best solution for the benchmark functions. Twenty-three
functions, divided into seven unimodal, six multimodal, and
ten multimodal-based fixed-dimension benchmark functions,
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FIGURE 3. Box plot of the suggested and compared algorithms for benchmark function (f8 to f16).

are employed in this sub-section. Figure 21 describe the
unimodal functions parameters and range. The multimodal
and multimodal-based fixed dimension functions descrip-
tion of the range and minimum values are shown in
Figures 22 and 23. The SCMWOA in the second scenario
is compared to original GWO [18], PSO [19], WOA [21],
FEP [29], GSA [30], GA [25] algorithms, EGWO [31],
hybrid of CSA and GWO (GWO-CSA) [31], and hybrid of
SCA and PSO (bSCA-PSO) [28].

The mean and standard deviation (StDev) results of the
suggested and compared algorithms over the benchmark
functions (f1 to f23) are shown in Table 11. This table shows
that the proposed SCMWOA algorithm achieved zero val-
ues in Mean and StDev in some cases and better results
than the compared single and hybrid algorithms in other
cases. Table 12 shows the ANOVA test for sample functions
(f1, f2, f3, f9, f11, f23). The T-test analysis test for all benchmark
functions (f1 to f23) using the suggested algorithm against the

compared algorithms is presented in Table 13.The histogram
interpolation of a sample function (f11) based on the SCM-
WOA algorithm and PSO, GWO, WOA, and GA algorithms
is discussed in Table 14.
Box plot of the suggested and compared algorithms for

benchmark function (f1 to f7), (f8 to f16), and (f17 to f23) are
shown in Figures 2, 3, and 4, respectively. The histogram
of the suggested and compared algorithms for benchmark
function (f1, f2, f3, f9, f11, and f23) are tested and shown in
Figure 5. The Quantile-Quantile (QQ) plot of the suggested
and compared algorithms for benchmark function (f1, f2, f3,
f9, f11, and f23) and the convergence curves based on the
benchmark functions (f1, f2, f3, f9, f11, and f23) are presented
in Figures 6 and 7.

The results of the proposed continuous SCMWOA algo-
rithm in this scenario, compared to the state-of-the-art algo-
rithms, confirm the performance of the algorithm for the
benchmark functions.
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TABLE 12. ANOVA test for sample functions (f1, f2, f3, f9, f11, f23).

TABLE 13. T-test for the benchmark functions (fromf1 to f23) based on
the suggested SCMWOA algorithm against the compared algorithms.

C. SOLVING CONSTRAINED OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS
SCENARIO
This section is designed to validate the SCMWOA
algorithm to solve two constrained optimization example of
tension/compression spring and welded beam designs. The

two engineering problems are described mathematically in
equations 17-23. In addition, the SCMWOA algorithm results
are compared with GWO [18], WOA [21], GSA [34], and
PSO [19] algorithms result to get the minimum cost.

1) TENSION/COMPRESSION SPRING DESIGN PROBLEM
Figure 8 shows the schematic diagram of tension/
compression spring design (TCSD) [32]. TCSD is considered
as a continuous constrained problem. The algorithm aims
to minimize the volume of a coil spring under a constant
tension/compression load. The TCSD has three design vari-
ables which are the number of spring’s active coils, L, the
diameter of the winding, d , and the diameter of the wire, w.
The mathematical formulation of the TCSD can be described
as follows:

Minimize

f (w, d,L) = (L + 2)w2d (17)

Subject to the following constraints

g1 = 1−
d3 + L
71785w4 ≤ 0

g2 =
d(4d − w)

w3(12566d − w)
+

1
5108w2 − 1 ≤ 0

g3 = 1−
140.45w
d2L

≤ 0
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FIGURE 4. Box plot of the suggested and compared algorithms for benchmark function (f17 to f23).

g4 =
2(w+ d)

3
− 1 ≤ 0 (18)

where the three variables range are as follows:

0.05 ≤ w ≤ 2.0,

0.25 ≤ d ≤ 1.3,

2.0 ≤ L ≤ 15 (19)

The box plot results of Tension/Compression Spring design
based on different algorithms are shown in Figure 9. The
histogram results of Tension/Compression Spring design
based on different algorithms are discussed in Figure 10.
Table 17 shows the comparison of one sample t-test anal-
ysis of the tension/compression spring design among other
algorithms.

Tables 15 and 16 presents the best solution and the sta-
tistical results of proposed and compared algorithms for

Tension/Compression Spring design Problem, respectively.
The results of the proposed SCMWOA algorithm in this
scenario compared to the state-of-the-art algorithms confirm
the performance of the algorithm for solving the Tension/
Compression Spring design.

2) WELDED BEAM DESIGN PROBLEM
The next constrained problem is thewelded beam design [33].
The schematic diagram of the welded beam design is shown
in Figure 11. It is considered as an important benchmark to
test different optimization methods. The main objective is
to minimize the fabricating cost of the welded beam which
comprised of the setup, welding labor, andmaterial costs. The
properties constraints are on the shear stress, bending stress,
buckling load, end deflection, and the side constraint. Four
design variables of w, L, d , and h are considered here. The
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FIGURE 5. Histogram of the suggested and compared algorithms for benchmark function (f1, f2, f3, f9, f11, and f23).

FIGURE 6. QQ plot of the suggested and compared algorithms for benchmark function (f1, f2, f3, f9, f11, and f23).

mathematical formulation of the problem can be described as
follows:

Minimize

f (w,L, d, h) = 1.10471w2L + 0.04811dh(14.0+ L)

(20)

Subject to the following constraints

g1 = w− h ≤ 0

g2 = δ − 0.25 ≤ 0

g3 = τ − 13, 600 ≤ 0

g4 = σ − 30, 000 ≤ 0
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FIGURE 7. Convergence curves of the suggested and compared algorithms based on the benchmark functions (f1, f2, f3, f9, f11, and f23).

TABLE 14. Interpolation of Histogram of a sample function (f11).

g5 = 0.125− w ≤ 0

g6 = 6000− P ≤ 0

g7 = 0.10471w2
+ 0.04811hd(14+ L)− 0.5 ≤ 0 (21)

where

δ =
65856

30000 h.D3 , τ =

√
α2 +

(
α.β.L
D

)
+ β2
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TABLE 15. Best solution of proposed and compared algorithms for Tension/Compression Spring design problem.

TABLE 16. Statistical results of proposed and compared algorithms for Tension/Compression Spring design problem.

TABLE 17. One sample t-test analysis of the Tension/Compression Spring design problem based on different algorithms.

TABLE 18. Best solution of proposed and compared algorithms for Welded beam design problem.

TABLE 19. Statistical results of proposed and compared algorithms for Welded beam design problem.

α =
6000
√
2wL

, β =
QD
J

Q = 6000
(
14+

L
2

)
,D =

1
2

√
L2 + (w+ d)2

J =
√
2wL

(
L2

6
+

(w+ d)2

2

)
σ =

504, 000
hd2

P = 0.61432× 106
dh3

6

(
1−

d
√
30/48
28

)
(22)

where the four variables range are as follows:

0.1 ≤ w, h ≤ 2.0,

0.1 ≤ L, d ≤ 10 (23)

The box plot results of the Welded Beam design prob-
lem based on different algorithms are shown in Figure 12.
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TABLE 20. One sample t-test analysis of the welded beam design problem based on different algorithms.

FIGURE 8. Tension/compression spring design problem [32].

FIGURE 9. Box plot results of tension/compression spring design based
on different algorithms.

FIGURE 10. Histogram results of tension/compression spring design
based on different algorithms.

The histogram results of the Welded Beam design prob-
lem based on different algorithms are shown in Figure 13.
Table 20 shows the comparison of the one sample t-test

FIGURE 11. Welded beam design problem [33].

FIGURE 12. Box plot results of Welded Beam design problem based on
different algorithms.

analysis of the welded beam design problem among other
algorithms.

Tables 18 and 19 presents the best solution and the statisti-
cal results of proposed and compared algorithms for Welded
Beam design problem, respectively. The results of the pro-
posed SCMWOA algorithm in this scenario compared to the
state-of-the-art algorithms confirm the performance of the
algorithm for solving the Welded Beam design.
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TABLE 21. Description of the unimodal benchmark functions.

TABLE 22. Description of the multimodal benchmark functions.

TABLE 23. Description of multimodal based fixed-dimension benchmark functions.

FIGURE 13. Histogram results of Welded Beam design problem based on
different algorithms.

VI. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed an optimization algorithm called Sine
Cosine hybrid with Modified Whale Optimization Algo-
rithm (SCMWOA). The SCMWOA algorithm is tested
using nineteen datasets, from the UCI Machine Learning
Repository, with different number attributes, instances, and
classes for feature selection. The SCMWOA algorithm is

also tested for twenty-three benchmark functions. The func-
tions include seven unimodal, six multimodal, and ten multi
modal based fixed-dimension functions. The two tested engi-
neering problems are the tension/compression spring design
and the welded beam design. The results emphasize that
the SCMWOA algorithm outperforms several comparative
optimization algorithms and provides high accuracy. Sta-
tistical analysis tests, including one-way analysis of vari-
ance (ANOVA) and Wilcoxon’s rank-sum, confirm that the
SCMWOA algorithm has better performance. The SCM-
WOA algorithm will be tested for more classical engineering
design problems in future work since the algorithm perform
well only in the two mentioned problems in this paper. Other
benchmark functions, such as CEC 2015 and CEC 2017, will
also be considered in future work.

APPENDIX
This appendix includes three tables of benchmark functions.
Table 21 shows the description of the unimodal benchmark
functions. Table 22 shows the description of the multimodal
benchmark functions. Table 23 shows the description of the
multimodal based fixed-dimension benchmark functions.
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